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In this paper, I plan to address an idea in Professor Pittʼs essay considered a
moot point. The author never makes a distinction between scholar, intellectual, and
academic. Twentieth-century historian Russell Kirk thought this distinction was so
important that he dedicated numerous essays and books to explain the necessary
variances. The idea of a vibrant university, Kirk warned, rested on “scholarly” values.
Kirk thought that universities should prefer scholars, more than professional
academics/intellectuals for three main reasons.
1. A scholar primarily recognizes her responsibility to conserve the religious
moral imagination. An intellectual/academic overrates understanding and
abstraction in place of religiosity.
2. The professionalization of the lettered educator has also resulted into its
strange wedding to secularism. A scholar recognizes that leisure and
imagination are the best ways to counteract this modern tendency.
3. A scholar understands that leisure is as important of production of
monographs, articles, and so on. Kirk located this tendency in those who
called themselves intellectuals and academics.
Russell Kirk earned his doctorate from the University of Saint Andrews in
Scotland. The young man—soon to become the scholarly godfather of American
conservatism—returned to teach in his native state of Michigan at Michigan State
University.19 Kirk quickly found that he did not like life in a state university; so, he left in
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1953.20 He took up permanent residence in Mecosta, Michigan with two unwed aunts
and produced a lifetime of scholarship that became the backbone of American
conservatism. His work was both revelatory and inspirational to several generations that
rejected a culture that took science more seriously than imagination. In addition, Kirk
demonstrated that the new bohemian was a conservative.21
Kirk was the original American reactionary.22 He intentionally created a bohemian
lifestyle in the small town of Mecosta—hiking long distances, dressing formally for
dinner, entertaining international refugees, housing wanderers, etc.—which was a
notable reaction in a culture ever taken with the idea of a professional.23 Kirkʼs depiction
of the scholar, as a leisurely freethinking individual living is the opposite picture we are
presented with today. An aspiring academic is supposed have a narrow specialization,
never venture outside of their forte, and make a reputation based upon all that. Kirkʼs
main criticism of academics was that they lacked moral imagination. “The moral

the first comprehensive attempt to make American conservatism something more than a
reactionary moment/movement.
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John J. Miller, “Russell Kirk Shaped Conservative Thought from a Northern Michigan Farm,”
Traverse Magazine August 17, 2010 accessed December 6, 2010, http://www.mynorth.com/MyNorth/August-2010/Russell-Kirk-Shaped-Conservative-Thought-from-a-Northern-MichiganFarm/. By 1953, Kirk already published twelve scholarly articles. He complained that Michigan
State was committed to merely democratic dogma and “Growthmanship.”
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John J. Miller, “Russell Kirk Shaped Conservative Thought from a Northern Michigan Farm,”
Traverse Magazine August 17, 2010. Kirk eventually married and raised four children. He was
somewhat of a Luddite too; Miller shares a story about Kirk throwing a television out of his
house window because he hated that new technologies isolated individuals from the human
community.
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John Lukacs, Confessions of an Original Sinner (New York: Ticknor & Fields, 1990), xiv.
Lukacs specifies that a reactionary is not a contrarian, but someone who is a product of fin-desiècle. “Near the end of an age there occurs a heavy accumulation of accepted ideas and
institutionalized ways of thinking, against which thinking men and women must react.”
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Russell Kirk, Confessions of a bohemian Tory; episodes and reflections of a vagrant career
(New York: Fleet Publishing Co., 1963). Russell Kirk called himself a bohemian Tory. He was
one of the last scholars to survive solely on his publishing record. We can locate Kirk’s
publishing success before the monograph became the prevalent form of academic publishing.
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imagination aspires to apprehending of right order in the soul and right order in the
commonwealth,” he wrote.24
Kirkʼs normative vision of a scholar-academic is somewhat ambiguous. However,
his vision of the university is a place that aspires to instill the moral imagination.
Specifically, there are four areas that students should study in order to grasp the moral
imagination.25 1. Fantasy is where the philosophic life starts. 2. Narrative history and
biography teaches student mimesis (the study of great lives teach students to be great).
3.

Reflective prose and poetic fiction contain more fact than non-fiction (distilled

wisdom). 4. Philosophy and Theology is the process whereby abstractions are
chastened by logic—“private rationality is founded upon the wisdom of the men of dead
ages.”26
Kirk saw that after the Second World War professionalism and secularism
wedded together. Academia swelled with newly minted PhDs; the monograph replaced
the book. The spirit of the university was compartmentalized and secularized.
Specialization replaced the life of the mind. By life of the mind, Kirk meant the way in
which imagination informs thinking. The scholar was the best qualified to govern the life
of the mind because she understood the relationship between the mind and imagination.
Intellectuals, as Kirk understood them historically, separated mind and imagination in
favor of unprincipled rationalism.
Kirk thought of the plight of the intellectual as a historical one. He traced the term
intellectual to the seventeenth century where it was associated with the sophistry of
pure reason. Hume despised eighteenth-century intellectuals because they “took
Reason for their guide to the whole nature of man.” Coleridge attacked “intellectualists”
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Russell Kirk, The Essential Kirk, ed. George Panichas (Wilmington: ISI Books, 2007), 207.
Russell Kirk, The Essential Kirk, 207-218. Kirk’s moral imagination is a mishmash of
theology, philosophy, literature (ancient and classic), civilized manners, gentlemanly code, and
so on. At the same time, moral imagination is both a humanistic tradition and a quasi-religious
legacy. It seems that Kirk does not necessarily prefer which tradition should be prevalent, as long
as order follows therefrom.
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on similar grounds.27 Coleridge created the term “clerisy” to define a literate class of
people who understood that higher learning was a “higher order or religion.”28
Kirk demonstrated that the term grew in the nineteenth century because it found
a facilitator in scientific secularism. “(A) divorce between religion and education began
to take effect about the middle of the nineteenth-century, with the rise of scientific
materialism, aggressive secularism, state educational institutions, and the triumph of
technology,” Kirk wrote. “Religion, these reformers maintained, was unscientific,
irrational: at best, it was personal, private, mystical experience, not fit to be discussed in
schools.”29 The scholar, on the other hand, took religious knowledge seriously.30 For the
definition of a scholar, Kirk turned to nineteenth century American thinker Orestes
Brownson for a university model.
Brownson—in his essay, “The Scholarʼs Mission”—wrote that a scholar must
have “religious aims and aspirations” above all else.31 Brownson said a scholar must be
democratic, without contempt. The scholar must serve with the people, as a kind of
prophet.32 The life of an intellectual is anti-democratic precisely because they must
break with a tradition of humanism in order to re-create a secular one, Brownson
thought and Kirk agreed. Secularism was not liberating for the intellectual. It demanded
its own sort of worship and rituals--the price, Kirk believed was imagination and free
thought.33 He equated an intellectual to a factory worker who mines for more information
with direction.
27

Kirk, The Essential Kirk, 410.
Kirk, The Essential Kirk, 301.
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Kirk, The Essential Kirk, 409.
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Kirk’s definition of religious knowledge, mentioned earlier in the paper, is a mixture humane
letters, classical philosophy, and biblical knowledge. Kirk’s aim is an understanding of order that
emanates from soul to commonwealth.
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Russell Kirk, The Conservative Mind: from Burke to Eliot (Washington, D.C.: Regnery
Publishing, 2001), 480.
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Russell Kirk, The Conservative Mind, 480.
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Russell Kirk, The Politics of Prudence (Wilmington: ISI Books, 2004), 243-244. The sacrifice
for participation in the research university was the religious moral imagination. Eric Miller, in
his recent biography of Christopher Lasch, writes that Lasch agreed with Kirk on this point.
Lasch believed that academic experts maintained the provincial nature of American life. Lasch’s
28
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“I venture that something must be done about the Knowledge Class. Either we
must endeavor to restore right reason and imagination among them—among their
successors, I should say for there is a small hope of altering the intellectuals characters
of most of the present members of the Knowledge Class—or else we must take
measures to restrain their influence. The Knowledge Class, neglecting or defying the
realm of spirit, would convert us into a spiritless people, impoverished morally and
economically, unable to take our own side in a quarrel.”34
In the process of mining for knowledge and in the quest to master specialized
knowledge Kirk asked, but who was to train the soul of the student? “Higher learning is
meant to develop order in the soul, for the human persons own sake,” Kirk wrote. “I am
saying that the higher learning is meant to develop order in the commonwealth, for the
republicʼs sake.”35 Success, in academia today, means publishing in largely unknown
journals (not only are these journals not read by the public, but most academics only
read journals and articles in their specialization) and cranking out cryptic monographs.
The mission of the university is most always to obtain more federal grant monies and
bolster the research ranking. Training the soul is rarely a priority.
Intellectuals destroyed the idea of the university because the secularism and
professional filled the gap previously filled by the religious moral imagination. The Cold
War made this partnership stick because to be a professional, in something, was one
more victory over the Communists. A professional academic was valued on her ability to
master a niche.36 Within these happenings, a wall erected. Academics eventually said
big questions such as Truth, Justice, Freedom, Love, Meaning, were metanarratives
unavailable to any one person; speculation was even out of the question. The scholar

dissertation director, Richard Hofstadter, thought that provincialism was located in the middleclass populists not within academia. By the 1990s, Lasch and Kirk agree that the state of the
university is in poor shape.
34
Russell Kirk, Redeeming the Time (Wilmington: ISI Books, 1999), 304.
35
Russell Kirk, Redeeming the Time, 46.
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Wilfred McClay, “The Illusion of Mastery: Man and Authority,” The City 4 (2011): 20-30.
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though, Kirk posited, had to choose the path of leisure outside of the research university
in order to keep the imagination alive.
This was what he found at Michigan State, secularized professionals competing
for tenure at “Behemoth University.”37 Kirk rejected this in favor of imaginative
scholarship. As many of his students attest, Kirk chose a life of imagination and
wonderment. “On the shelves of Kirkʼs library rest a good many books he never found
time to read through,” wrote Kirk of himself before his death. “How many thousands of
hours had he wasted in dreamy reverie, after the fashion of the Little Tree?”38 Professor
Pitt hints at the necessary place of imagination in his conclusion, “there is research that
generally brings in no external funding but which is crucial to making a university a
university and not just a trade school.”39 The recognition of research that does not
signify funding and dollar is a crucial step. The next step needs to be an intentional
move to broaden the community to scholars who take the religious imagination
seriously. Kirk would have us re-envision the university, not only as a place of research,
but also as a community of souls where life and research are of equal importance.40
Kirk left us with a plan to accomplish this task of creating an alternative life of the mind
in his insight that
The education of yesteryear was founded upon certain
postulates. One of these is that much truth is ascertainable;
another, that religious truth is the source of all good; a third, that
we may profit by the wisdom of our ancestors; a fourth, that the
individual is foolish, but the species is wise; a fifth, that wisdom
37
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Joseph Pitt, “The Idea of University.”
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This distinction is not just a prophetic call to religious humanism, but for Kirk this meant an
understanding of ideas that did not seem to be that important (scientific importance). Reading
Aristotle, Milton, TS Eliot, and others are not necessary for creating engineers, scientists,
medical doctors, and so on. Mastering knowledge of a history of religious literature, for example,
seems unnecessary for professors who want to compete with the scientific community for funds.
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is sought for its own sake; a sixth, that for the sake of the
commonwealth,

schooling

should

quicken

the

moral

imagination. These postulates have not ceased to be true; it is
only that they have been forgotten in our centuryʼs obsession
with power and money, and our centuryʼs illusion that ideology is
a ready and satisfactory substitute for thought.41

Kirk believed that what we term “unnecessary” and “superfluous” is what is missing from the
university.
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